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The Call To Christian Happiness CD Set
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I admit, there are times when I subscribe to the "No pain, no gain," mentality, when I am willing to believe that
if it's good for me, it must be unpleasant. On the other end of the spectrum, I can feel a guilt associated with
feeling too happy or a sense of dread that things are so great right now that it must be the calm before the
storm. The Call to Christian Happiness has been a source of continual encouragement in my world of
deadlines, feelings of responsibility, good intentions and just navigating through each day. It is a critical
reminder that we were created for happiness and that joy and desire are good and attainable things. As John
Henry Newman so beautifully sums it up, "God has determined that I should reach that which is my greatest
happiness... He looks on me individually, He calls me by my name, He knows what I can do, what I can best
be, and He means to give it to me." Discover what happiness is truly all about through this affirming message
from Fr. Michael Sweeney and Sherry Weddell.
Â
Do you experience tension between being Christian and being Happy?
Explore the meaning and method of Christian happiness in a creatively unique and refreshingly original
four-hour cd presentation. Discover how surprisingly practical, timely, and relevant ancient tradition and
recent Church teaching is to this deepest concern of our hearts. Enjoy both depth of insight and richness of
humor as Fr. Michael and Sherry bring to this parish mission the same dynamism they have shown coast to
coast in their Called & Gifted workshop.
Why desire and delight are essential
Why joy is serious business!
How desiring too little makes us unhappy
What is it the good God intends us to seek
Why happiness is the first moral concern

Why guilt has no place in the Christian heart
How we can sin against hope
The sacramental character of everyday life
What are the virtues and vices of happiness?
How happiness and secular life go hand in
hand
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Four hours - Three CD's - Digitally mastered for clarity and quality - Includes notes and extensive outline all in
an attractive bookshelf package
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